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In Baby and Toddler Knits, best-selling knitwear designer Debbie Bliss presents a stunning

collection for newborns and children from hats, bootees, throws and sweaters to little jackets and

dresses for toddlers. All are knitted in one of Debbie's favourite yarns - cotton. Smooth and gentle

on the skin, cotton is a perfect all-season yarn, producing airy summer garments or, in an Aran or

double knitting weight, cosy winter jumpers and jackets. An illustrated techniques section will guide

you through all the techniques you'll need, and, where appropriate, there are also detailed charts.

Enhanced throughout with stylish colour photos, this gorgeous collection is sure to appeal to anyone

knitting for babies and children.
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I love this book. I am an intermediate knitter and crocheter and I loved making the sweaters in this

book. So far I have made 3 baby sweaters found in this book. I have found her instructions are

easier to follow than others I have tried in other books/ free patterns. I did not use Debbie's yarn so I

did have to adjust my gauge with needle size, but you would have to do that with ANY new patterns

you try (I saw comments to the contrary). I have had this book for seven years and would/will buy it



again because of the baby sweaters.Currently I am working on the hooded cable sweater and loving

the ease and beauty.The only critic I would give is that some of the patterns require sewing in a

zipper which can be tricky and you'd want to buy one that matches your yarn, but there are plenty of

patterns without zippers. Putting in the zipper challenged me to be a better knitter/sewer so I'm not

complaining that they are in this book. I just want to warn you if you are a beginner. These patterns

are my favorite and they are written well. I have only had successful sweaters with these patterns,

sad but true. Enjoy!! You deserve a metal for reading this whole review! Thank you!

This is another wonderful book by Debbi Bliss that is filled with beautiful patterns for the little ones in

our lives. There are cute scarves and dresses, jackets, sweaters and afghans to knit for babies and

children up to 7-8 years old. All these pieces are comfortable and fashionable and guaranteed to

please. Once again, be aware that these patterns are not for the beginner. While a little

complicated, they will definitely be worth the trouble for that special baby.

Beautifully photographed garments but shapeless and each one has a dropped shoulder line which

makes them look baggy. I will attempt to knit one but will have to adjust the armholes and shoulder

line.

Made one of the sweaters for a gift and it was an absolute hit. I plan on making most if not all of

these patterns. Instructions are well written and easy to follow. You will not be disappointed with the

end product.

This pattern book was on my "gotta get" list for a while as I saw a pattern in it that I wanted to make

for my grand daughter. I have not as yet begun it, but will hopefully have plenty of time to do so this

upcoming winter. Many lovely patterns in this book.

Love Debbie Bliss. With two grandbabies due this spring, I have gorgeous options to choose from.

I'll go back to this book often!

This is a great book that has a little something for everyone! The jackets, sweaters, booties and hats

are beautiful !

I loved this book just as much as I did when I picked it out. Loads of project possibilities. Good
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